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Local characterization of transmission properties of a two-dimensional photonic crystal
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We use a near-field scanning optical microscope to study optical transmission through a two-dimensional
triangular photonic crystal. Spatial variations in the intensity of light coupled through the sample depend on the
photon energy and the numerical aperture of the collection optics. We discuss the relationship between the
observed dependence and the local structure of the optical modes in the crystal. Features in the data arising
from modes with Fourier components inside and outside the first Brillouin zone can be distinguished by this
technique.@S0163-1829~97!09816-0#
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With the invention of photonic devices, the ability to fre
quency select and direct light on microscopic length scale
rapidly becoming a reality. One device that has recently
tracted much interest is a periodic dielectric structure calle
photonic crystal.1 Spatial periodicity in this device leads, fo
instance, to coupling of the electromagnetic field modes
neighboring dielectric waveguides. This results in a no
trivial dispersion relation between the energy and wave v
tor of the allowed modes, i.e., a photonic band structu
Photonic crystals can be designed to transmit or reflect l
in a specific range of frequencies,1 and their properties are
tunable by, for example, modification of their periodicity
index of refraction. Defect structures could be designed
introduce impurity bands not only in selected energy rang
but also in spatial positions. The first demonstration of ba
structure effects in photonic crystals was in the mm-wa
regime.2 Since this proof of principle, much research effo
has concentrated on making structures for visible and n
infrared light.1 Recently, photonic band-structure effects
the near-infrared and visible have been measured3 in two-
dimensional~2D! photonic crystals made from nanochann
glass~NCG! arrays.4

Photonic crystals have been studied by measuring b
optical properties such as attenuation and transmission,
band-structure calculations have been used to model and
dict these properties.1 A more detailed understanding can b
obtained by studying the microscopic properties such as
local density of photon states and electromagnetic m
structure. Here we demonstrate the use of a transmiss
mode near-field scanning optical microscope~NSOM! to
measure directly the spatial variations of light coupl
through the sample. The resulting optical intensity distrib
tions depend in part on the local mode structure in the p
tonic crystal.
550163-1829/97/55~16!/10878~5!/$10.00
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For a photonic device to be useful at optical frequenci
its lattice spacing must be of the same order as the op
wavelength~l!. Measuring optical properties within a un
cell therefore requires resolution higher than that provid
by conventional, far-field, diffraction-limited techniques.
near-field scanning optical microscopy~also NSOM!, optical
resolution can be better thanl/10,5 limited not by l but
rather by the size of the subwavelength aperture used
probe. In the study of photonic materials, NSOM has be
used to measure the local mode structure of opt
waveguides with a single or a few propagating modes.6 Here
we study a photonic crystal with many propagating mod
The localized NSOM light contains photons with man
transverse momenta, and so enables us to probe modes
different crystal momenta in the photonic crystals. By chan
ing the solid angle of the collection optics, we are able
examine modes with different crystal momenta~k! and Fou-
rier components of total momenta~q!.7 The spatial variations
in the intensity of light coupled through the crystal are me
sured as a function of NSOM probe position, and the re
tionship between these data and the local electromagn
mode structure in the 2D crystal is discussed.

The sample studied in this experiment is a NCG ar
made of two glasses with similar indices of refraction. D
tails of the fabrication procedure are given in Ref. 4. T
array is a 2D triangular lattice of one glass~channel glass!
embedded in another glass~matrix glass!. The channel glass
is cylindrical, approximately 745 nm in diameter~2r !, with
center-to-center nearest-neighbor separation~a! of 1.07
60.05mm, giving a/r52.87. The index of refraction of the
matrix glass is 1.66, and that of the channel glass is 0.2%
1.2% higher throughout the visible range.8 The thickness of
the sample is about 250mm. Figure 1 shows a topographi
image taken with a scanning force microscope. The chan
glass is depressed slightly, by 3.560.5 nm, because it is
10 878 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 10 879LOCAL CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSMISSION . . .
preferentially etched during a polishing process. In this
per, theXY plane is the 2D lattice plane, and theZ coordi-
nate is perpendicular to this plane, i.e., along the axis of
channel glass cylinders. TheX direction is defined to be
parallel to a close-packed direction in the 2D triangular l
tice, and theY direction is perpendicular toX, i.e., in the
other high-symmetry direction~see Fig. 1!. The reciprocal
lattice of a 2D triangular lattice is also triangular with a 3
rotation. The inset in Fig. 1 is a Fourier transform of a larg
scale~60360 mm2! topographic image. Thek50 and first-
order reciprocal-lattice points are most prominent, a
higher-order points are also evident. The sharpness of t
spots indicates that the lattice is well ordered.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig
The subwavelength light source is fabricated by tapering
metal coating a single-mode optical fiber so that a sm
~down to 60 nm! aperture remains at the end. An image
generated as the sample is scanned above the tip of the
~NSOM ‘‘probe’’ or ‘‘tip’’ !. Contrast in the image is th
result of changes in the optical intensity detected by the p
tomultiplier tube when the tip is at different positions und
the sample. Because the angular distribution of light leav
the sample will vary as the sample is moved relative to
tip, the images generated will depend on the collection s
angle of the objective. An important parameter in this stu
is the numerical aperture~NA! of the collection optics,
which is varied between 0.28 and 0.7.9

A feedback mechanism is employed to actively maint
the tip at a constant separation from the sample surface in
near field. Nonoptical detection of changes in the sh
force10 is used for this purpose. Topographic and opti
transmission images are acquired simultaneously, allowin
correlation between optical features and positions in

FIG. 1. Topographic image of the NCG sample taken with
scanning force microscope. The image size is 20320 mm2. The
depressions are 3.560.5 nm, and are centered on the channel gla
The inset shows a two-dimensional Fourier transform of a 60360
mm2 topographic image.
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NCG lattice. The experiment was performed using two d
ferent wavelengths of light:l5670 nm, from a diode laser
andl5488 nm, from an argon laser. The polarization of t
NSOM light can also be controlled and varied.11

Periodicity of the NCG permits a description of photon
states in a band-structure picture, wherein theX andY crys-
tal momentum components@k5(kx ,ky)#are defined in the
first Brillouin zone~BZ! for each mode~in the reduced-zone
scheme!. Because the index contrast is small, modes
modified only weakly from single plane waves, except ne
Bragg planes.12 Photonic band-structure effects have be
observed for propagation in theXY plane.3,13 For propaga-
tion alongZ ~this work!, such effects are identified, e.g., b
enhanced field strengths observed at channel-glass ce
for the lowest-order modes near the zone center. For a g
crystal momentum, there will be several propagating mod
each with a different set of Fourier components in vario
BZ’s. The lowest-order mode has its dominant componen
the first BZ. The small transverse spatial extent of the NSO
light source corresponds to a wide range of transverse
menta. For a given position of the NSOM probe, NC
modes with the largest amplitude at that position should
most strongly excited. The NA of the collection optics dete
mines which Fourier components of these modes will
present in the signal. The maximum collecteduqu is given by
2p~NA!/l. In this experiment, the reciprocal-lattice distan
between the zone center~Ḡ! and the first BZ boundary~X̄! of
this 2D photonic lattice is 3.3931023 nm21.14 For 670-nm
light, the lowest NA objective selectively collects photo
with Fourier components inside the first BZ only. F

s.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the transmission-mode near-field scann
optical microscope used in this experiment:P, polarizer;l/2, half-
wave plate; BP, bandpass filter; and PMT, photomultiplier tu
The fiber paddles are used to adjust the polarization of the NS
light.
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488-nm light, the lowest NA objective collects photons w
Fourier components inside and just beyond the first BZ15

Therefore the signal for the lowest NA is primarily sensiti
to lowest-order modes. Data taken with higher NA det
total momenta farther outside the first BZ,16 so these data
contain information on higher-order modes.

Figure 3 shows NSOM images taken atl5670 nm~left
column! and l5488 nm ~right column!. Each row corre-
sponds to data taken with a different NA collection obje
tive. The bright spots and ring structures are centered o
the depressions that correspond to the center of the cha
glass in the topographic image.17 The NSOM images depen
on both the wavelength of light and the objective NA. A
data discussed here were taken with NSOM light that is
marily linearly polarized alongX. Images taken with
Y-polarized light are qualitatively similar. The signal at th
channel glass centers@labeleda in Fig. 3~a!# is brighter than
at the threefold symmetric~b! and bridge~g! sites. In all
images, the intensity is lowest atb and is intermediate atg.

In the lowest NA images@Figs. 3~a! and 3~d!#, the trans-
mitted intensity is highest when the tip is directly beneath
center of the channel glass, independent of wavelength.
cause the low-NA objective collects light with total momen
predominantly inside the first BZ, the images reflect the s
tial variations of modes with significant components in th

FIG. 3. NSOM images of the NCG arrays.~a!–~c! were taken
with a l5670 nm diode laser, and~d!–~f! were taken with a blue
light argon laser~l5488 nm!. The collection objective NA in~a!
and~d! was 0.28 that in~b! and~d! was 0.55, and that in~c! and~f!
was 0.70. The full gray scales represent optical contrast~change in
intensity normalized by average intensity! of 53%, 38%, 28%, 54%,
25%, and 15%, respectively in~a!–~f!.
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zone, i.e., principally the lowest-order modes~for k away
from the BZ edge!.

As the NA is increased, the overall signal level also
creases, as would be expected from a larger collection s
angle. However, the additional signal is not spatially u
form. At higher NA, modes with larger components in high
BZ’s contribute to the signal. This includes modes who
maxima occur between lattice sites, so the signal will
relatively larger when the probe is located at these maxi
The specific spatial distribution depends on wavelength.
l5670 nm, the bright spots, which are centered on the ch
nels, are larger and display a constant intensity~flat top!
across the channel diameter@Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#. Forl5488
nm, the signal from channel edges exceeds the signa
channel centers; Figures 3~e! and 3~f! show dark spots nea
channel centers~ring shape!.

Figure 4~a! shows line cuts in bothX ~close packed! and
Y directions for thel5670 nm data taken with a 0.28 NA
objective. Line cuts forl5488 nm data taken under the sam
condition are shown in Fig. 4~b!. The transmitted intensity
drops when the tip is between two channels and is lowes
the threefold-symmetric sites. The transmitted intensity
the bridge sites is enhanced for the 488-nm light@Fig. 4~b!#
compared to 670-nm light@Fig. 4~a!#. The ratios between
measured intensities at channel centers and the threefold
are 1.6060.10 and 1.5860.10,18 and those between bridge
and threefold sites are 1.1060.04 and 1.1860.04,19 for
l5670 and 488 nm, respectively. We note that the obser
large contrast between the channel centers and three

FIG. 4. ~a! and ~b! Optical intensity change as a function o
position in bothX ~d! andY ~h! directions. Line cuts forl5670
nm data, taken from Fig. 3~a!, are shown in~a!, and similar line cuts
for l5488 nm data, taken from Fig. 3~d!, are shown in~b!.
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55 10 881LOCAL CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSMISSION . . .
sites corresponds to an index difference of about 1%.
In this study, we find that images taken with NSOM a

erture diameters between approximately 60 and 190 nm
play no obvious differences in contrast or resolution. This
not surprising, since the sharpest optical edge obse
experimentally20 was approximately 170632 nm, even with
the smallest diameter tips. The highest Fourier componen
the optical modes which is accessible with the 0.7 NA o
jective corresponds to a length scale of 700 nm. That we
smaller structures indicates that the near-field measurem
is sensitive to local changes in optical intensity, with a re
lution beyond the diffraction limit. That the smallest stru
ture in this study is 170 nm indicates that this techniq
should continue to work for crystals with smaller lattic
spacing.

As mentioned above, for the lowest NA, the data will
most sensitive to the lowest-order mode at eachk away from
the BZ edge. In particular, this data should have a signific
contribution from the lowest-order propagating mode
k50. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! are solutions of Maxwell’s equa
tions for the spatial variations in energy density of this mo
at the two wavelengths used. The calculations were polar
tion averaged and for a crystal with lattice spacing of 1
mm, a/r52.87, nmatrix51.66, andnchannel51.68. The calcu-
lations show that the lowest-order-mode energy density
k50 is highest in the channel centers, and lowest, but
zero, in the threefold sites. Moreover, the bridge to threef
intensity ratio is slightly higher for the shorter waveleng
as in the experimental data. However, the calculated in
sity ratios between channel centers and threefold sites

FIG. 5. ~a! and~b! Calculations of spatial variations in the low
est mode energy densities in bothX ~solid line! andY ~dashed line!
directions are shown in~a! for l5670 nm and~b! for l5488 nm.
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1.34 and 1.43 forl5670 and 488 nm, respectively, small
than the experimentally observed contrasts.

Our NSOM results are a measurement of the transmis
properties of the tip-sample system, rather than a direct m
surement of the local-energy density. Therefore a more c
plete model of the transmission process is necessary to
tract specific information about the local-mode structure
the crystal. Recently, we began detailed calculations
model directly the images observed here. In o
calculations,21 the tip field is described by the Bethe
Bouwkamp model.22 Fields inside the NCG are described b
the propagating and evanescent bulk modes of that sys
Coupling between the tip field and the bulk modes and
tween the bulk modes and the transmitted field is determi
by satisfying the Maxwell boundary conditions. The flu
across the plane of the collection optics is determined fr
the transmitted field. With this model we can determi
which optical modes of the bulk NCG are excited by t
localized probe field. Preliminary calculations of the sm
NA images produce line cuts qualitatively similar to those
Figs. 4 and 5.

Experimental results taken with higher NA objectiv
show two significant differences from the low-NA dat
First, overall contrast is reduced as a function of increas
NA ~Fig. 3!. Second, channel centers are no longer brigh
than channel edges. Preliminary calculations for large
images suggest qualitatively similar results. The overall c
trast in the calculated images is reduced as NA is increa
Significant structure appears in the large NA line cuts tha
not present at low NA. At large NA, Fourier components
higher Brillouin zones are sampled. We attribute the ad
tional structure in the images to the local structure of high
order modes that contain these Fourier components. In
calculation, this additional structure is sensitive to index co
trast, polarization, BZ sampling, and BZ integration. We a
currently completing detailed calculations to identify th
modes that determine the structure in the large NA imag

We have demonstrated the sensitivity of our transmiss
NSOM data to changes in optical photon energy as well a
changes in the NA of the collection optics. NSOM data a
expected to vary with the wavelength of the probe light b
cause the dielectric properties of sample depend on wa
length. However, it is often not appreciated that contrast
change with collection angle~or NA!. Here we demonstrate
that contrast changes dramatically when different region
photon momentum space are probed. As the NA of coll
tion is increased, the data include contributions from succ
sively higher order modes of the crystal. Calculations of
local-energy density of the lowest-order~k50! propagating
mode in the photonic crystal and of images as a function
NA support this interpretation. Future theoretical work w
provide a more complete analysis that should enable u
extract detailed information about the mode structure a
local dielectric constant of the material that otherwise ha
not been measured.
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cial support from the ONR and J.W.P.H. from Sloan R
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supported by the NSF, and that at NRL was supported
DARPA and ONR.
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